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AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR 

VERTEX MP45

Your new Vertex MP45 is not just a watch but 
the latest in a legacy of fine British timepieces. 
With a little care your MP45 will accompany 
you throughout all of life’s great adventures.
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Remarkably, the basic architecture of almost 
every mechanical wristwatch for the past 
century is the same. Unlike a quartz watch, 
your Vertex doesn’t get its energy from a 
battery.
 
Instead, the power that drives the hands 
around the dial comes from the unwinding of 
a tightly coiled flat spring that is meshed with 
a geartrain of toothed wheels, terminating 
in what is called the escapement.

The escapement consists of a wheel that 
is caught and released intermittently by a 
pivoting lever—that telltale “tick”—and is 
controlled by a delicate spiral aptly known 
as the hairspring.

The escapement regulates the energy 
release from the mainspring, feeding back 
this power through the geartrain, driving the 
hands of the watch to count out seconds, 
minutes and hours. And thus, time is kept.



HOW TO WIND AND SET 

YOUR VERTEX

One of the beautiful things about a mechanical watch is that it 
requires interaction with its owner to function.

The coiled mainspring will provide power for a couple of days.  
To maintain accurate timekeeping, turn the watch’s crown a few 
dozen times. 

While winding a watch is a simple process, there are a couple 
things to be aware of. First of all, wind the watch off of your wrist. 
While it may be tempting to give the crown a few twirls while 
wearing it, the angle can be awkward and put lateral stress on 
the delicate winding stem. Secondly, don’t overwind.

You’ll know when it’s wound when you can’t turn the crown 
anymore. Try to wind your watch once a day – a watch typically 
keeps best time when the mainspring is above half tension – so 
winding it up before you strap it on each morning is a good habit 
to form.

Setting your Vertex is very easy. Simply pull the crown all the way 
out, turn it to advance the hands to the correct time, then push 
the crown back in. It is not advised to set the time backwards. If 
you want to synch the seconds with a time signal (such as your 
phone or the BBC), once the crown is pulled out it will stop 
the second hand. Hold it until the seconds match the signal and 
release. That’s it, your watch is set.



SOME PRECAUTIONS

The mortal enemies of a mechanical watch are moisture, 
shock and magnets. Fortunately, your Vertex is pretty good 
at resisting all three.

Still, it’s good to keep in mind that you are wearing a delicate 
precision mechanism on your wrist and there are limits. It’s also 
a good idea to avoid setting your watch on top of devices that 
contain strong magnets, such as stereo speakers, computers or 
a television, as this can magnetise the hairspring and set your 
watch running too fast.

Your Vertex is rated for 100 meters of water resistance, which 
is plenty for most of life’s adventures. But before you jump in 
the deep end, confirm that your watch’s crown is pushed in all 
the way.

If you spend a lot of time in the water with your watch, it’s a good 
idea to have the seals replaced annually and the water resistance 
checked.

Note that, while the MP45 is fine for sailing, swimming and 
snorkelling, it is not ideally suited for scuba diving so best to leave 
it on shore or the boat during your underwater excursions.

A mechanical watch is still one of the most reliable devices you 
can own. Keep it clean, keep it wound, keep it dry and your 
Vertex will be a faithful companion for life.
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CHRONOGRAPH FUNCTION

The MP45 is a Mono-Pusher Chronograph, a single pusher is 
used to trigger the start-stop-reset functions, always in the 
same sequence. Press once to start the sequence, again to stop 
it and a final time to reset to zero.

CHANGING THE STRAP

Your Vertex MP45 comes with a leather strap, a rubber strap 
and NATO straps.

Changing your strap can have a remarkable effect on the look of 
your watch and we encourage you to experiment with different 
looks. To make this as straightforward as possible, your MP45 
comes with quick release lugs, which are operated as shown in 
the diagram opposite.  



WARRANTY

Your Vertex MP45 watch is warranted by Vertex Watches 
Ltd. for a period of twenty-four (24) months from the date of 
purchase under the terms and conditions of this warranty. The 
international MP45 warranty covers material and manufacturing 
defects existing at the time of purchase of the MP45 watch.
 
During the warranty period, you will have the right to have 
any defect repaired free of charge. In the event that repairs 
are improper to restore the normal conditions of use of your 
MP45 watch, or if you purchased an MP45 watch the case of 
which cannot be opened, Vertex Watches Ltd. guarantees its 
replacement. 

This manufacturer’s warranty does not cover:

- Normal wear and tear and aging (e.g. scratched crystal; 
alteration of the colour and/or material of non-metallic straps 
and chains, such as leather, plastic, textile, velcro; peeling of the 
plating);



- Any damage on any part of the watch resulting from abnormal/
abusive use, lack of care, negligence, accidents (knocks, dents, 
crushing, broken crystal, etc.), incorrect use of the watch and 
non-observance of the use directions provided by Vertex 
Watches Ltd.;

- Indirect or consequential damages of any kind resulting from 
e.g. the use, the non-functioning, the defects or the inaccuracy 
of the MP45 watch;

- An MP45 watch handled by non-authorized persons (e.g. 
services or repairs) or an MP45 which has undergone alterations 
from its original condition beyond Vertex Watches Ltd’s control.

Any further claim against Vertex Watches Ltd. e.g. for damages 
additional to the above described guarantee is expressly 
excluded, except mandatory statutory rights the purchaser may 
have against the manufacturer.

The manufacturer’s warranty:

- Is independent of any warranty that may be provided by the 
seller, for which he carries sole responsibility.

- Does not affect the purchaser’s rights against the seller nor 
any other mandatory statutory rights the purchaser may have.

Customer Service

The Vertex Watches Ltd.’s customer service ensures the perfect 
maintenance of your MP45 watch.

If your watch needs attention, rely on an authorized Vertex 
Service Center, or please contact Vertex directly to request 
service via our website, or directly at:
service@vertex-watches.com




